EDWARD BRODAS owned a large Maryland
plantation, with plenty of slaves to tend the
fields and keep his family comfortable. In
1821, Minty—who would one day be known as
the “Moses” of her people—was born into
slavery on the Brodas property.
Brodas believed that slavery was natural and
necessary. For generations, his family, and others like it, had
owned slaves. Like all Masters, Brodas relied on free labor to
make a profit. Since slaves were not paid for their work in the
fields, plantation owners could sell crops at lower prices,
competing successfully with farmers from other states and
nations. Slaveholders did not consider themselves bad people;
instead, they believed free labor was essential for their
livelihoods. While some “Masters” treated their slaves better
than others, most thought of “negroes” not as human beings, but
simply as their property.
Whether growing tobacco, cotton or indigo, plantation owners
wanted to get the most work possible out of their slaves.
Brodas, like many slaveholders, relied on an Overseer to keep
field hands on task, swiftly punishing “misbehavior” with his
whip, rifle or cane. Following the Master’s orders, the Overseer
showed little mercy for “crimes” like working too slowly or
pausing to rest. A churchgoing man, Brodas was less cruel than
many slaveholders. But that did not stop him from working field
hands to exhaustion and ruthlessly flogging attempted runaways.
Although Edward Brodas died a year before the Fugitive Slave
Act became law, he would undoubtedly have supported it had he
survived. Brodas would have seen the
Act as necessary and fair protection
against the loss of personal property.
He knew his plantation could not
survive with slaves constantly
escaping, and would have welcomed
the government’s help to preserve his
way of life.
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ELIZABETH BRODAS was the daughter of Edward
Brodas, who owned a large Maryland plantation
with plenty of slaves to tend the fields and keep
his family comfortable. In 1821, Minty—who
would one day be known as the “Moses” of her
people—was born into slavery on the Brodas
property and served until the age of 12 as
Elizabeth’s personal maid.
Elizabeth believed slavery was natural and
necessary. For generations, her family, and
others like it, had owned slaves. Elizabeth knew that her father
relied on free labor to make a profit. Plus, she was used to living
a life of luxury, where slaves did all of the housework and
catered to her every “need.” Slaveholders did not consider
themselves bad people; instead, they believed free labor was
essential for their livelihoods. While some Masters and
Mistresses treated their slaves better than others, most thought
of “negroes” not as human beings, but simply as their property.
In general, white females did not socialize with the majority of
their “help.” They did, however, live and work closely with those
house slaves, like Harriet, who cooked and cleaned in the
plantation’s mansion. On occasion, if someone fell sick or if the
harvest was in danger, Elizabeth would work closely alongside
her “negroes” until the problem was solved.
Elizabeth supported the Fugitive Slave Act, seeing the law as
necessary and fair protection against the loss of her family’s
personal property.
Elizabeth knew a
plantation could not
survive with slaves
constantly escaping,
and welcomed the
government’s help
to preserve her way
of life.
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ANTHONY “DOC” THOMPSON purchased a large
Maryland plantation after its previous owner had
died. The property included plenty of slaves to tend
the fields and keep his family comfortable, among
them Harriet. “Doc” Thompson was not a medical
doctor, but a preacher. But Hatt and the other
slaves found that, despite his religious beliefs,
Thompson was a cruel and cold-hearted Master.
Thompson believed slavery was natural and necessary. For
generations, his family, and others like it, had owned slaves.
Like all Masters, Thompson relied on free labor to make a profit.
Since slaves were not paid for their work in the fields, plantation
owners could sell crops at lower prices, competing successfully
with farmers from other states and nations. Slaveholders did not
consider themselves bad people; instead, they believed free labor
was essential for their livelihoods. While some Masters treated
their slaves better than others, most thought of “negroes” not as
human beings, but simply as property.
Whether growing tobacco, cotton or indigo, plantation owners
wanted to get the most work possible out of their slaves.
Thompson, like many slaveholders, relied on an Overseer who
swiftly punished “misbehavior” with his whip, rifle or cane to
keep field hands on task. Following the Master’s orders, the
Overseer showed little mercy for “crimes” like working too slowly
or pausing to rest. Thompson made no attempts to treat his
slaves “well,” working field hands beyond exhaustion and
ruthlessly flogging attempted runaways.
Thompson supported the Fugitive
Slave Act, seeing the law as
necessary and fair protection
against loss of personal property.
Since Thompson knew his
plantation could not survive with
slaves constantly escaping, he
welcomed the government’s help
to preserve his way of life.
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SUSAN STANFIELD “borrowed” Harriet
Tubman from her owners one winter
when Hatt was still a young teenager.
Miss Susan wanted young Hatt to look
after her newborn baby. Though she
admired the beautiful Stanfield home,
Hatt hated Miss Susan who whipped
her regularly and showed Harriet no
mercy.
Miss Susan believed that slavery
was natural and necessary. For
generations, her family, and others
like it, had owned slaves. Like all Mistresses, she relied on free
labor to make a profit. Since slaves were not paid for their work
in the fields, plantation owners could sell crops at lower prices,
competing successfully with farmers from other states and
nations. Slaveholders did not consider themselves bad people;
instead, they believed free labor was essential for their
livelihoods. While some Masters and Mistresses treated their
slaves better than others, most thought of “negroes” not as
human beings, but simply as their property.
In general, female plantation owners did not socialize with the
majority of their “help.” They did, however, live and work closely
with those house slaves, like Harriet, who cooked and cleaned in
the plantation’s mansion. On occasion, if someone fell sick or if
the harvest was in danger, Miss Susan would work closely
alongside her “negroes” until the problem was solved.
Miss Susan supported the Fugitive
Slave Act, seeing the law as
necessary and fair protection
against the loss of her personal
property. Stanfield knew her
plantation could not survive with
slaves constantly escaping, and she
welcomed the government’s help to
preserve her way of life.
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JOHN MITCHELL was
the slave auctioneer
who sold Linah and
Sophie—Minty’s
sisters—to new
owners from the
Deep South, tearing
the girls away from
their family forever.
Mitchell believed
that slavery was
natural and
necessary. After all, white southerners had owned black slaves
for generations. Auctioneers did not consider themselves bad
people. In fact, Mitchell believed he was performing an
important service for plantation owners, who required free labor
to compete successfully with farmers from other states and
nations. Since Mitchell did not think of “negroes” as human
beings, selling them to new owners seemed
like a perfectly normal career.
Mitchell traveled from town to town,
following slave traders who collected human
“merchandise” to be sold at the nearest slave
sale. On the day of an auction, he used keen
judgment to determine the value of black men,
women and children, attempting to sell each
one for the highest price possible. Mitchell
used his loud, booming voice to keep the
auction running smoothly, quickly pairing each
piece of “property” with the highest bidder.
Mitchell supported the Fugitive Slave Act,
seeing the law as necessary and fair protection
against loss of personal property. Mitchell’s
business—selling “negroes”— depended on the
institution of slavery, and he welcomed the
government’s help to preserve his way of life.
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MARTIN was a field hand who toiled alongside Hatt on the
plantation, picking tobacco...and yearning each day to be
free.
For slaves, plantation life was filled with hardship. They
worked sunrise to sunset, six days a week, with little or
no time and money to spend on themselves. While some
Masters treated their slaves better than others, most
thought of “negroes” not as human beings, but as their property.
On the plantation, a slave man was expected to do the most
difficult jobs. Martin plowed and cleared land, in addition to
planting, picking and packing tobacco. During harvest season,
slaves would often work 18 hours a day. Out in the fields,
“misbehavior” was swiftly punished. With his whip, rifle or cane,
the Overseer showed little mercy when dealing with “uppity” field
hands. These slaves received just enough corn and pork to fuel
their work. Those who did not steal extra food suffered from
constant hunger pangs.
Because of his duties, Martin, like most slave men, barely had
time to spend with his family. Masters ran their slaves’ lives,
arranging marriages and deciding the fate of “negro” children.
Families could be torn apart at any moment, when a parent or
child was sold to a different plantation. But Martin’s spirit could
not be broken. No matter how big the obstacles, slave families
stuck together as best they could and found a way to survive.
Martin feared the
Fugitive Slave Act,
because he could
no longer expect
conductors and
stationmasters to
help him reach
freedom in the North. Even if Martin could cross the MasonDixon Line, normal citizens—now turned slave catchers—were on
the prowl for runaways. With this new law, he would likely be
caught and sent back South...to meet his fate in chains.
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EBONY was a “house slave” on the same plantation as
Hatt, washing laundry in addition to waiting on the
Master’s wife...and yearning each day to be free.
For slaves, plantation life was filled with hardship. They
worked sunrise to sunset, six days a week, with little or
no time and money to spend on themselves. While some
Masters treated their slaves better than others, most owners
thought of “negroes” not as human beings, but as their property.
On a plantation, a slave woman might perform any one of a
variety of jobs, which included sewing clothing for the Master and
his family, assisting in childbirth, raising both black and white
children, and preparing food for the owner. Some, like Ebony,
did the washing and served the Master’s family. But most slave
women were not so lucky. Many worked in the fields, laboring
alongside the men under threat of the Overseer’s whip. These
slaves received just enough corn and pork to fuel their work.
Those who did not steal extra food suffered from constant hunger
pangs.
Because of her duties, Ebony, like
most slave women, barely had time
to raise her own family. She was
forced to work in the Big House
every day, even while pregnant.
Masters ran their slaves’ lives,
arranging marriages and deciding the fate of “negro” children.
Families could be torn apart at any moment, when a parent or
child was sold to a different plantation. But Ebony’s spirit could
not be broken. No matter how big the obstacles, slave families
stuck together as best they could and found a way to survive.
Ebony feared the Fugitive Slave Act, because she could no longer
expect conductors and stationmasters to help her reach freedom
in the North. Even if Ebony could cross the Mason-Dixon Line,
normal citizens—now turned slave catchers—were on the prowl
for runaways. With this new law, she would likely be caught and
sent back South...to meet her fate in chains.
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CHARITY was a field hand who toiled alongside Hatt,
picking tobacco on the plantation...and yearning each
day to be free.
For slaves, plantation life was filled with hardship. They
worked sunrise to sunset, six days a week, with little or
no time and money to spend on themselves. While
some Masters treated their slaves better than others,
most owners thought of “negroes” not as human beings,
but simply as their property.
On a plantation, a slave woman might perform any one of a
variety of jobs, which included sewing clothing for the Master and
his family, assisting in childbirth, raising both black and white
children, and preparing food for the owner’s family. But these
“house slaves” were lucky. Charity, like most black women,
worked in the fields, laboring alongside the men under threat of
the Overseer’s whip. These slaves received just enough corn and
pork to fuel their work. Those who did not steal extra food
suffered from constant hunger pangs.
Because of her duties, Charity, like most slave women, barely
had time to raise her own family. She was forced to pick tobacco
every day, even while pregnant. Masters ran their slaves’ lives,
arranging marriages and deciding the fate of “negro” children.
Families could be torn apart at any moment, when a parent or
child was sold to a different plantation. But Charity’s spirit could
not be broken. No matter how big the obstacles, slave families
stuck together as best they could and found a way to survive.
Charity feared the Fugitive Slave Act,
because she could no longer expect
conductors and stationmasters to help her
reach freedom in the North. Even if Charity
could cross the Mason-Dixon Line, normal
citizens—now turned slave catchers—were
on the prowl for runaways. With this new
law, she would likely be caught and sent
back South...to meet her fate in chains.
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JEREMIAH was a young field hand who
toiled alongside Hatt on the plantation,
picking tobacco...and yearning each
day to be free.
For slaves, plantation life was filled
with hardship. They worked sunrise to
sunset, six days a week, with little or
no time and money to spend on themselves. While some
Masters treated their slaves better than others, most thought of
“negroes not as human beings, but simply as property.
On the plantation, once a slave boy reached the age of 10, he
was expected to do the most difficult jobs, just like the men.
Jeremiah plowed and cleared land, in addition to planting, picking
and packing tobacco. During harvest season, slaves would often
work 18 hours a day. Out in the fields, “misbehavior” was swiftly
punished. With his whip, rifle or cane, the Overseer showed little
mercy when dealing with “uppity” field hands. These slaves
received just enough corn and pork to fuel their work. Those who
did not steal extra food suffered from constant hunger pangs.
Because of his duties, Jeremiah, like most slave boys, barely had
time to spend with his family. Masters ran their slaves’ lives,
arranging marriages and deciding the fate of “negro” children.
Families could be torn apart at any moment, when a parent or
child was sold to a different plantation. But Jeremiah’s spirit
could not be broken. No matter the obstacles, slave families
stuck together as best they could and found a way to survive.
Jeremiah feared the Fugitive Slave
Act, because he could no longer
expect conductors and stationmasters
to help him reach freedom in the
North. Even if Jeremiah could cross
the Mason-Dixon Line, normal
citizens—now turned slave catchers—
were on the prowl for runaways. With this new law, he would
likely be caught and sent back South...to meet his fate in chains.
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